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T

he famous saying “There is the light at the end of the
tunnel” shall express the BoD feelings. Why? The paper
work of chapter transition is approaching its end. With help
of Ms. SoHyun Kang, Manager of Chapter Development
Asia Paciﬁc, we are ﬁnishing the ﬁnal part of the chapter
preparation, namely the chapter business plan. After ﬁnding
out the best time for her, PMI Jakarta Chapter BoD has
formally invited her to come to Jakarta to support us in
ﬁnalizing the paper work, that are required to be submitted
and reviewed by PMI Headquarter. The meeting took place
on 06 March 2012 in a nice meeting room in Kempinsky
Hotel (the renovated historical Hotel Indonesia). It was a great
meeting with a great outcome.
Ms. SoHyun has helped a lot of chapters in its
development in region Asia Paciﬁc. Her experience and
support to PMI Jakarta Chapter has helped us a lot in
reaching the big milestone in the chapter history. We will be
transforming to PMI Indonesia Chapter. While the growth of
the members have been peaking up in the last few months
and considering Indonesia as a big archipelago, there is
an urgent need to expand the chapter to few branches
depending on the interests of new upcoming members.
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T

he 32nd Open
Membership Meeting has
been success conducted on
March 30,2012 at Microsoft
Indonesia Jakarta with main
topics Project Management
linking to Business Strategy.
About 30 people were
attending this OMM which present three capable speakers. The
ﬁrst speaker is Mrs. Rahayu S. Ariﬁn, PMP presenting Sustainable
Development Within Project Management. The Second Speaker
is Marhaendrata Tavip Irwanto from BP Migas which presenting
Platform Decommissioning - Project End Aftermath. And the last
but not least is the third speaker Mr. Lyndon D Oliviero which
presenting IT Infrastructure Design and Project Management.
Some movies related to Decommissioning, accident in oil
and gas facility and also IT Infrastructure shows in this event.
Participants satisfy and happy attending this event can be seen
at the picture which showing free style.
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Dear readers,

Of course it is not that easy in preparing a business plan,
where only few information and indication of further growth
in Indonesia, but Ms. SoHyun, with her leadership, has assisted
us in developing our ideas and put that in a formal written
documents. Altough there is a few pending points, but this will
be fully closed by end of April 2012.
This transformation program is led by our General
Secretary Mr. Arisman Indrawan, PMP, who has been working
very hard to compile everything into one document and
ﬁnalized it on that meeting day. While the documents are
written, there few very important key issues have discussed
and followed up both by PMI Jakarta Chapter and Ms.
SoHyun. The meeting was attended by Chapter President, VP
Program, Ms Anna Khodijah, PMP, PMI-SP, General Secretary
Mr. Arisman Indrawan, PMP and VP Treasury Mr. Wahyu
Cromer, PMP. The meeting was concluded with some action
points but not to forgotten a nice dinner at the hotel. This
is not the last meeting, as we still have a lot of program that
need to be further discuss with SoHyun and her colleagues in
Singapore to support PMI Jakarta Chapter to grow further and
faster.

Regarding the high demand of CAPM/PMP
simulation provided by Project Management
Institute Indonesia Chapter and in order
to support the simulation participants and
CAPM/PMP candidates, the 14th Newsletter
Excellentia presents the article about How to
Pass the PMP Exam on First Try. Other articles
are about Finalization of PMI Jakarta Chapter
Transformation and PMI Indonesia activities on
February such as Open Membership Meeting.
I would like to say thank you for all parties that
had supported for publishing this newsletter
and for readers, I hope that this newsletter will
give you some beneﬁts.
Alin Veronika, PMP
Communication team of PMI Indonesia Chapter
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How to pass the PMP® exam

on ﬁrst try

First of all, we have to know what is PMP®?
The Project Management Professional, or
commonly known as PMP®, certiﬁcation is
a credential given to those who successfully
pass an exam by the Project Management
Institute (PMI). PMI provides a professional
development program that is based upon the
Project Management Body Of Knowledge Guide
(PMBOK® Guide). The PMBOK® Guide contains
proven practices for managing projects and is
constantly evolving as new innovative techiques
emerge and gain adoption.
PMP will provide professional/personal
recognition, expedite professional advancement,
create job growth/opportunities within an
organization, provide framework for standardized
Project Management requirements and increase
employee’s value to the organization
Furthermore, the PMP® exam is for individuals
who have the requisite experience, education and
training in project management. The certiﬁcation
is not for individuals who never managed a
project or at the very minimum, do not have
some training in project management.
The next question is what is the exam test?
To be honest, PMP® certiﬁcation exam does not
test your project management experience, your
common sense, your knowledge of industry
practices, your knowledge of how to use

Alin Veronika, PMP

software tools, what you learned in management
school, and your intelligence.
But it does test your knowledge of PMI’s
processes, your understanding of the many
terms that are used to describe the processes,
your ability to apply those processes in a variety
of situations, your ability to apply key formulas
to scheduling, costing, estimating, and other
problems your understanding of professional
responsibility as it applies to project management.
Numerous times we had to link our experiences
with PMI’s project groups, knowledge areas,
ITTOs and processes; this produced a ‘clarity’ for
our understanding. That is just our opinion and
we are sure everyone is different but consider
this. If you present yourself as an PMP during an
interview and were asked to explain some of the
‘intricacies’ of managing a project, the interviewer
may be able to poke some holes in your answers
(this happens all the time in the IT world...We
refer to these individuals as pdf experts...They
may have a certiﬁcation but have no experience
and hence no real understanding to back up the
certiﬁcation processes).
How to study effectively to pass the exam?
1. You can create a study group where you can
discuss difﬁcult questions, share knowledge
and experience and you also can study via
presentation with your group;

continue to page 3

2. Read materials such as the latest edition of PMBOK® guide, PMP®
exam preparation in order to get familiar with the PM process that
use and explain on PMBOK® guide;
3. Then you have to understand the PMBOK® guide by making
short presentation for each Knowledge Area then presenting or
discussing it to your study group, understanding Project Management
Mapping, understand the main – input – tools – output, the project
management process. Forget everything you know and have
experienced as a project manager. Come to the PMBOK® as a newly
hatched baby bird and let it’s view of the world wash over
you. Answering scenarios like you would answer them
in the real world is generally a bad test strategy.
In order to read the PMBOK Guide Fourth
Edition with appreciation, motivation and
comprehension, you need to reverse your
academic position. Do not read it from
the perspective a student. Instead,
imagine that you are a guest professor
who has to deliver a lecture on one
PM Knowledge Area per day to a
classroom of 300 graduate students at
a prestigious university.
®

4. Create an OUTLINE of each chapter in
the PMBOK® Guide Fourth Edition (putting an emphasis on what
YOU think is important). Crosswalk the important tools/techniques,
inputs, and outputs (ITTOs) to each of the 42 processes and drill
yourself repeatedly. Building the crosswalk helps you to see patterns
and drilling helps you to burn the PMI perspective into your brain.
You don’t need to memorize every ITTO but you need to be able to
understand the schema so that you can intuitively guess where 7080% of the ITTOs go
5. Now take 1 or 2 Practice Final Exams from preparation books or
Internet, in order ﬁne tune your OUTLINES. When you feel conﬁdent
to give your lecture, go take the PMP EXAM! No matter how they
spin the question, You WILL KNOW what you know!

The key to pass the exam, you have to practice over and over again
with PMP exam preparation books. It’s important to note that the
exam can test you on more than just the PMBOK. The easiest way to
learn items the PMBOK doesn’t cover is to read several study books.
Each have their gaps and coverage. All together they catch the vast
majority.

HINT: If you take the computer test you can use the ﬁrst 15 minutes
Prometric gives you to do a “data dump” and write down the 42
processes and formulas in the blue book they give you before starting
the test. The 15 minutes is typically provided so you can take a quick
tutorial on how their computer testing works but that is pretty straightforward if you know how to use a computer already.

There are some good books that can help you to practice, such as:
book from Rita Mulcahy, Andy Crowe, Kim Heldman, PMstudy, Head
First, etc. It is your preference to choose preparation books that you
understand more.

Why do candidates fail in the exam?

 Practice 1: Practice 200 questions that cover
9 knowledge areas and PM Process. See what is
your current score and understand each wrong
answer;
 Practice 2: Do you have any improvement? Do
you have the same wrong answer? Or new wrong
answer? You can mark them and analyze your answer
to make you understand more.;
 Do cumulative practice per knowledge area;
 Try to simulate exam practice using fast track CD in
order to get familiar with “real exam”;

Practice repeatedly on the same 200 questions or per
knowledge area, until your score reach 90% correct - consistently
getting around 150 right
6. Identify answer patterns through the practice exams. For example,
you will ﬁnd that in the ethics questions you should almost always
rat out the perpetrator to your boss or the PMI. Similarly, don’t pay
“bribes” but do pay “fees”.
Here some tricks for the exam
1. Answer the questions from PMI® perspective, not your own
experience
2. Focus on the words: ﬁrst, best, except, not, most likely, etc.
3. Read all four choices and read backwards
4. Do not follow the old rule that the longest answer is the right one
5. Write down the formula and major processes as soon as your are
given some papers during the exam

PMI Indonesia Chapter
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A. Re-new member

Some candidates experienced some difﬁculties to pass the exam on
ﬁrst attempt though they already took a PMP preparation course from
a registered PMI education provider or they prepared well the exam.
There are several causes of the failure which are:

Mr. Rikki S Dewangga, PMP
Mr. Rachmat Tagor Fadlih Harahap, Jr.

1. They have a shallow understanding and don’t study deeply

Mr. Hannan Fatoni

2. They fail to read all answers. They look at the given options
sequentially and if they think the option 1 or 2 is right, they skip the
other options

Mr. Wahyu Hendrarto

3. They do not think PMBOK is always right

Mr. Putu Bugi Nugraha

The solutions for all the causes as mentioned before are:

Mr. Adi Prasetyo, PMP

Mr. Apriadi Hajar

1. Read PMBOK Guide latest version from cover to cover at least three
times. You will be easily answering several questions if you read
the Appendix sections from (interpersonal skills) would help you to
answer lot of behavioral oriented questions on the exam.

Mr. Deﬁra Eka Putra, PMP

2. Read questions and given answers carefully. Re-read all questions
containing negative words such as “not” “least” or “except”. Likewise
check for all qualifying words: “all”, “most”, ‘some’, “none” and
keywords such as input, output, tools and project management
process. Since the exam is four hours you have enough time to go
through all the given four options.

Mr. Moh’d Wail Musbah Saﬁclo, PMP

3. When you are taking the exam you need to think PMBOK Guide
is always right and in order to pass the exam, we need to use the
right Key word phases used in PMBOK Guide regardless of whatever
you do today to manager your project.

Mr. Bayu Waseso

Mr. Rusdi Rachim
Mr. Dendi Rohandy
Mr. Noerrachman Saleh, PMP
Mr. Wido Supraha
Mr. Swandi, PMP
Mr. Sutantyo Wibowo
Mrs. Regina Yulia Yasmin, PMP

B. New Member
Mr. Tauﬁk Aditiyawarman

Tips from PM practitioners who pass the exam on ﬁrst try

Mr. Pradip DAS
Mr. Wahyu Hartanto

Erlangga Arfan, PMP (VP Communication)
I would like to share my experience in preparing the examination of PMP
from January 2009 to the exam date on April 28, 2009.
 Set your convenience target time for taking the exam and manage
your time between your routine jobs, your family and yourself to
achieve your target time.
 Do an investment for having PMBOK book, Rita’s PMP exam prep
book, and Rita’s PM Fast Track software as your main reference.
I suggest using other materials as supporting references only
otherwise you will be confused since different authors have different
approaches.
 Perform a full exam by using Rita’s PM Fast Track/Testing/PMP
Simulation, once per two weeks by using open book strategy from
Rita’s PMP exam prep book. Once you get familiar in answering the
simulation the open book will be less. Your speed in answering the
simulation will be better as well so you could do an improvement by
having a simulation once per week.

 Evaluate your PMP examination result by checking in Rita’s PM
Fast Track/Testing/History/PMP report, in order to measure your
progress. Find out what your strong and weak points in Process
Group and improve your weak point(s) by taking a speciﬁc test
in the Process Groups. After you consider that your weak point is
improved, return for taking the PMP examination regularly.
 Perform the simulation routinely every week and make sure your
score is improving and achieving the score 75-80% by the latest
one week or two week before your exam day. To achieve this, you
probably need to spare your time one or two hours every day for
reading Rita’s book and PMBOK.
There are three different questions that you have to prepare a
strategy in answering the questions.
1. Questions that must be answered by using PMI-ism (Please read
Rita’s PMP exam prep book Chapter 1 regarding PMIsm)
2. Questions that must be answered based on condition and time
((Initiation, Planning, Execution, Control, Closing, Professional and
Social Responsibility)

Mr. Putu Mulyawan

3. Question relates to your memory (Tool, Motivation Theory, etc.)

Mr. Aman Rohiman

For the point 1 and 2, there is no a deﬁnitive guidance to answer
the question but for the point 3 there will be deﬁnitive answer,
therefore you should emphasize in this point in order to increase your
examination score. For the point 1 and point 2, you should do test
simulations many times until you are achieving the correct answer
above 70%.

Mr. Pitono Saubari
Mr. Yogesh Wadhwa
Mr. Wahyono
Mr. Gede Jana Wiriawan

Good luck for your exam!
Indra Kelana, PMP

Up Coming Events

I would like to share my experience when I passed the exam in 2008.
1. Try to relax, this is just PMP Exam afterall :)
2. You have option to skip a question, mark it and back to it later. But
only do this for difﬁcult question that you might able to answer.
Don’t skip too much.

•

PMP/CAPM Exam Prep, Apr/25
@ Jakarta

3. Do exam practice / try out everyday. I use Rita’s FastTrack for
practice every morning, 1 hour a day before start daily work.

•

OMM #33, Apr/25 @ Jakarta

